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By Stuart Jeffries

Verso Books, United Kingdom, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Reprint. Language: English . Brand
New Book. This brilliant group biography asks who were the Frankfurt School and why they matter
today In 1923, a group of young radical German thinkers and intellectuals came together to at
Victoria Alle 7, Frankfurt, determined to explain the workings of the modern world. Among the most
prominent members of what became the Frankfurt School were the philosophers Walter Benjamin,
Theodor Adorno, Max Horkheimer, and Herbert Marcuse. Not only would they change the way we
think, but also the subjects we deem worthy of intellectual investigation. Their lives, like their ideas,
profoundly, sometimes tragically, reflected and shaped the shattering events of the twentieth
century. Grand Hotel Abyss combines biography, philosophy, and storytelling to reveal how the
Frankfurt thinkers gathered in hopes of understanding the politics of culture during the rise of
fascism. Some of them, forced to escape the horrors of Nazi Germany, later found exile in the
United States. Benjamin, with his last great work--the incomplete Arcades Project--in his suitcase,
was arrested in Spain and committed suicide when threatened with deportation to Nazi-occupied
France.On the other side of the Atlantic, Adorno failed in his bid...
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This written ebook is great. I was able to comprehended every little thing using this written e publication. I am very happy to tell you that this is the finest
ebook i have go through during my individual existence and could be he greatest ebook for possibly.
-- Sim one Goyette II--  Sim one Goyette II

This composed publication is fantastic. This is certainly for all those who statte that there was not a well worth reading through. You will not truly feel
monotony at whenever you want of your respective time (that's what catalogs are for regarding when you ask me).
-- Pr of . Ma r k Ra tke Jr .-- Pr of . Ma r k Ra tke Jr .
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